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New York is one of the most famous cities of the United States. It is known for its beauty and its
status as a financial, transportation and manufacturing hub. The city is a center of entertainment as
visitors can enjoy art, music, cultural festivals and much more in New York. The city offers a large
number of NYC attractions such as Empire State Building, Statue of Liberty, Rockefeller Center,
Times Square, Grand Central Terminal, Central Park, New York Museums, Staten Island Ferry,
United Nations Headquarters and much more. There are many ways to visit these attractions, but
the best method to visit all these places is through New York sightseeing pass. Tour to New York is
not expensive, but for tourists who are visiting here for the first, it can be an overwhelming
experience to spend money on the range of attractions and then wait in lines to get in. New York
sightseeing pass can help visitors in saving money and time for visiting the popular attractions of
their choice. There are many companies in the city that provide these passes at affordable prices. A
New York sightseeing pass gives people access to popular NYC attractions without the need to buy
tickets and stand in lines for admission. For people who are visiting in groups, there are attractive
discounts available on the New York sightseeing passes

The Empire State Building is probably the most famous tower in the world. The building has more
than 100 floors. It was the tallest building in the world for forty years from 1931 when it was
completed. Because it is one of the famous attractions of the city, everyday many people buy
Empire State Building tickets to see the Empire State Building Observatory. In order to see such
beautiful city usually visitors have to wait a long time in the queue which can even take up to three
hours on some days. Buying tickets from companies such as NY Skyride enable visitors to skip the
long queues at the Empire State Building. These companies guide visitors about seven views from
the Observatory Deck. In order to know more about Empire State Building tickets
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